December Speaker:
Rahul Mangharam, University of Pennsylvania
Associate Professor in the Dept. of Electrical & Systems Engineering and Dept.of Computer & Information Science at University of Pennsylvania, with interests in cyberphysical systems at intersection of formal methods, machine learning and controls. He is Penn Director for the Department of Transportation's $14MM Mobility21 National University Transportation Center [2017-2022] which focuses on technologies for safe and efficient movement of people and goods. Rahul received the 2016 US Presidential Early Career Award (PECASE) from President Obama for his work on Life-Critical Systems, as well as 2016 Department of Energy’s CleanTech Prize (Regional), 2014 IEEE Benjamin Franklin Key Award, 2013 NSF CAREER Award, 2012 Intel Early Faculty Career Award and was selected by National Academy of Engineering for 2012 and 2017 US Frontiers of Engineering. He has won several ACM and IEEE best paper awards. He received his Ph.D. in Electrical & Computer Engineering from Carnegie Mellon University where he also received his MS and BS in 2007, 2002 and 2000 respectively. Website: https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~rahu

DATE & TIME: Tuesday December 3, 2019 Open 5:15 PM — Light meal at 5:30 PM; Meeting starts at 6:30 PM — Speaker’s presentation 6:45 to 7:45 PM

LOCATION: Ives Equipment Inc. — 601 Croton Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406
Phone: (610-768-1600) www.ivesequipment.com

DIRECTIONS: SEE ATTACHED MAPS – or Google or GPS directions from your location.

COST: MEAL: $20 at the door or $15 if prepaid online Link. Please register for the meeting by paying online, or by contacting Anthony Sandone by Friday November 29th by Email or by phone: 609-922-2280.

NOTE: Also see Philadelphia Section Website: www.isa-philly.org <<< New, Easier to Remember Domain Name!
To remember how to find us at any time: Merely go to [www.isa.org], pull-down [Communities] select [Sections], then [Philadelphia]

Also: Type "philadelphia isa" into any major search engine, such as GOOGLE and we are the first or second entry that appears!

⇒ Copy this notice for posting at your company; pass it on to anyone else you feel is interested! ⇐

Next: S88 Batch Options for process control at Rumsey, January 15th with Ian burns...